Use of Gd-DTPA and fast gradient-echo and spin-echo MR imaging to demonstrate renal function in the rabbit.
The paramagnetic magnetic resonance (MR) imaging contrast agent gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) is freely filtered at the glomerulus and is neither secreted nor reabsorbed by the renal tubules. Fast MR imaging techniques, either gradient-echo or spin-echo, can be used to document the passage of Gd-DTPA through the renal tubules, as reflected by alteration in the MR signal intensity within the different anatomic regions of the kidney. Gradient-echo (repetition time of 35 msec, echo time of 7 msec, flip angles of 10 degrees-100 degrees) and spin-echo (repetition time of 35 msec, echo time of 8 msec) pulse sequences were used to acquire 20 consecutive images, one every 12 seconds, of the rabbit kidney. Both pulse sequences depicted the time course of Gd-DTPA distribution through the kidney but with distinctly different patterns of MR signal change. These dynamic MR images provide an MR nephrogram that directly demonstrates renal morphology and indirectly reflects the functional status of the renal vasculature, renal perfusion, and tubular concentrating ability.